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1. Introduction 

 

It is a fascinating fact that we humans can solve such complex tasks every day without 

much attention, whereas we can hardly imitate these behaviours with the most up-to-date 

sensors, actuators and algorithms. We are showing some serious motoric skills in hectic 

traffic, during preparation of a simple meal or during sport activity. On the other hand, 

non-complex algorithms easily overperforms us in complicated logic games or even 

intelligence tests. Similar paradoxical phenomenon was observed by Hans Moravec  [1] in 

the ‘80s. According to Moravec's paradox, the imitation of a low-level sensory motor skills 

of up to a few years old can require enormous computing resources, while a simpler chess 

program can even easily overcome an adult. Evaluating the difficulty of a given task is not 

always clear or sometimes conditions are involved. In my research I always treated this 

fact humbled, and my aim is not to change this in the future. Therefore, for example, a 

mobile robot navigation in a factory or a self-driving vehicle in traffic is facing some 

serious tasks. In designing and operating such systems, sensing and perception are one of 

the most important tools. Therefore, my doctoral thesis also targets the problem of 

robotic perception especially new design perspectives and methodologies. Consequently, 

aimed to familiarize myself with the methodological approaches of the field and make 

proposals for their improvement. The whole problem set is further refined by prof. Roland 

Siegwart, a recognized scientist in the field of artificial intelligence at University of Zürich. 

He has revealed some considerations  [2] in 2018, according to which if it is not counted 

with the structured gradation of a given task, some of us may go too far when we put the 

achievements of NN on a pedestal and create false expectations. Nowadays NN systems 

can be applied only to structurable problems, but of course the research will always focus 

on stepping over or expanding these limitations. I used NN technology intensively in my 

own research, but always considering an important conclusion of the article mentioned 

above. Robotics will always use NN technology, but they also must outspread it. 

Currently there is an extensive research tendency regarding autonomous (also known as 

self-driving) vehicles were the perception and path planning part of my doctoral work is 

also relevant. At the time of writing besides widespread academic or industry-related 

research there are several level 4 autonomy start-ups (Voyage, Waymo, Uber, Aptiv, 

Navya) who provide autonomous taxi services in some cases even without safety drivers, 

but always with limitations. Also, in driving assistance (level 2) technologies are 

remarkably advanced, the most well-known example is Tesla. Drago Anguelov [3] who is 

a Principal Scientist at Google-Waymo views the situation as taming the long tail, because 

for the most common cases there are existing solutions, but solving extremities is a similar 

magnitude problem. So, the long tail of event means that it is a hard problem to build 

algorithms, train your neural networks for the common cases of autonomy, but it is the 

same or even challenging level of difficulty to solve the rest. In autonomous vehicles NN 

technology can be used in different levels such as in perception and in decision making. 
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NN perception is quite common because large amount of - visual or LIDAR - data can be 

processed this way. Autonomous decision-making tasks such as path planning can also be 

solved with or without NN. During the years of my PhD studies I was lucky enough to work 

together with lots of talented students together on autonomous vehicles so some of my 

theoretical results also applied in practice. I would highlight the Szenergy team at our 

university who are competing in a word-wide autonomous competition with the help of 

many lecturers including myself. 

In order to bear out my research, I chose the means of comparing the methods 

acknowledged by the scientific community and the results of my own. Besides that, I also 

used different evaluation methods and I shared publicly the related source codes. During 

my PhD studies I was able to publish my results even from small conferences to 

recognized international or impact factor journals. During my PhD work I had the 

possibility develop with a numerous programming language, such as MATLAB, Python, 

C++, C# or LabVIEW. Even more libraries, technologies, APIs, SDKs, tools and middleware 

helped my work; including but not limited to: TensorFlow, Neural Network Toolbox, ROS, 

rviz, rqt_plot, V-REP, Gazebo, OpenCV, NumPy, Numba, PyQt, NI Real-Time Module, NI 

FPGA Module, CUDA and cuDNN. 

My doctoral thesis has the following structure. After this introductory section, in the 

second section the related work and recent results is discussed. This section gives the 

information required to have an insight to the basis of my work. Here the historical 

background and the current state of the art is detailed about neural networks, path 

planning and map representations. My three theses are based on this knowledge, which 

can be also considered as an extension of this knowledge, and it is detailed in the third 

section.  The rest of the document contains the conclusions, the outlook and the related 

publication list. 

This section overviews the historical background and the current results the related fields 

to my PhD work. I intend to adumbrate a complete guide to the most important scientific 

fields. These fields involve but not limited to robotic and self-driving associated tasks such 

map representations, trajectory planning and execution and neural networks. Also, I 

briefly describe the vehicles, robots, sensors and hardware used during the validation of 

the proposed algorithms and methods. 

As a rule of thumb, I intend to illustrate every concept with own measurements and 

graphics. The section gives a general intuition about his field but focuses on the closely 

related architectures of the doctoral work. In addition, the limits and the drawback of the 

techniques is discussed alongside with some possible solutions.  

1.1. Robots, vehicles and hardware used 

During my PhD work I was lucky enough to collect experiences from variety of robots and 

vehicles. I always had possibility to try out my new algorithms on mobile robots such as 

Khepera III, Neobotix MP500 and TurtleBot 3. These robots were MATLAB and ROS 
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compatible, if not by default, after modification. I also had access to the research centre’s 

vehicles, the Szenergy vehicles, and the Nissan Leaf. 

   

Figure 1 - Robots and vehicles: Turtlebot, Szenergy and Nissan Leaf 

These robots and vehicles used different sensors, hardware and architectures. This was 

often a challenge, but as a result of working with these technologies I learned how to get 

along with a variety of tools. To arbitrary highlight the most distant technologies I used 

FPGA and real-time OS for the most time critic control and data acquisition tasks, on the 

other hand I used different script languages for visualization and data processing. 

From perception point of view I used LIDAR, radar, ultrasonic and (depth) camera 

sensors. 

  
 (a)  (b) 

  
 (c)  (d) 

Figure 2 - An example scenario: the Nissan equipped with 2x16 channel LIDARs 

(a) RGB image (b) point cloud and RGB (c) concatenated point cloud (d) single 

measurement – at the Széchenyi University Campus, Győr 

In the discussed theses I mostly rely on LIDAR and camera and GPS data and from these 

sources my algorithms realize trajectory planning, trajectory execution and perception 

for self-driving vehicles and autonomous robots. 
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2. Contribution 

This section is devoted to detail my scientific contribution. In the following three theses 

are proposed. The first one is a method for path construction. The second is a trajectory 

following method. The third one is a signature-based sensory model. The last one is a 

neural network phenomenon and a recommendation based on that. 

2.1. Thesis 1.   

I proposed a method to solve the Coverage Path Planning problem (CPP) called Iterative 

Structured Orientation Coverage (ISOC) and showed that it can lead to a shorter trajectory 

compared to the commonly used Boustrophedon Cellular Decomposition Coverage (BCDC). 

In the context of this work, I elaborated three different solutions where the first two relies 

on the rotation of parallel lines, whereas the third solution uses the concept of inertia. The 

suggested approaches are validated by simulation and experimental results. 

References: [H19], [H14] 

 

Coverage path planning (CPP) aims to cover a certain area with the shortest movements 

possible. This problem appears in the various domains such as agricultural applications, 

painting robots or cleaning robots. CPP makes use of two classes [4]: it is complete if it 

guarantees complete coverage or heuristic in other cases. There are also two main CPP 

strategies: offline if there is an a priori known map, otherwise online if the robot needs to 

discover the environment. The most extensively used approaches to CPP are Random Path 

Planning (RPP) [5], Exact Cellular Decomposition (ECD) [6], Boustrophedon Cellular 

DeComposition (BCDC) [6], Backtracking Spiral Algorithm (BSA) [5], Internal Spiral 

Search (ISS) [7], U-turn A* Path Planning (UAPP) [7] and Neural Network (NN)-based CPP 

[8]. The proposed approach (ISOC) uses the concept of main lines to cover the map 

(domain). The main lines are parallel to each other, their distances are related on the 

sensory range, because the coverage is connected to the range sensor's perception. Based 

on the main lines, the main segments can be created concluded by the structure of the 

map.  The final trajectory is composed with the help of the auxiliary segments. These 

auxiliary segments intend to connect the main segments and thus make one single 

continuous trajectory. According to this approach, the movement mostly consists of the 

long main segments, which is one of the reasons why the Iterative Structured Orientation 

Coverage can lead to a shorter trajectory compared to the widely used Boustrophedon 

Cellular Decomposition Coverage [6]. Figure 3 (a) shows the creation of main lines and 
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Figure 3(b) shows how to construct the main segments and connect it with the auxiliary 

segments to compose the trajectory.  

 

Figure 3 - Illustration of the main lines (a) and the main  

and auxiliary segments (b) 

According to my best knowledge there was no realization of the Boustrophedon cellular 

decomposition for grid maps, even the realization is straightforward from line map to grid 

map. In order to appropriately compare the iterative structured orientation coverage 

(ISOC) with boustrophedon cellular decomposition coverage (BCDC) the same input set 

(maps) and the same programming environment (MATLAB) needed to be used. Figure 4 

shows how important is to choose the right orientation. On Figure 4 (a) shorter but more 

main segments are determined in contrast on Figure 4 (c) where longer but less main 

lines are present. The possible connection is visualized on (b) and (d) which shows an 

example where the less main lines results the shortest final trajectory.  

 

    
 (a) (b) 

 

    
 (c) (d) 

Figure 4 - Visualization of ISOC with two orientations, main lines are presented on 

(a) and (b), the whole path is on (b) and (d) 

X 

Y 

The map 

Main lines 

Main segments 

Auxiliary 
segments  

X 

Y 

(a) (b) 
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The initial data of the CPP approach is the map. The map is generated from a picture and 

modeled by the map matrix 𝑀 = [𝑀ij]𝑖=1...𝑛,𝑗=1...𝑚 ∈ ℜ𝑛×𝑚 , with the elements: 

 

𝑀ij = {

0, if cell (𝑖, 𝑗) is free (𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒)
]0,1[ likelihood of occupancy

1, if cell (𝑖, 𝑗) is occupied (black)
  (1) 

where 𝑛 is the number of horizontal pixels and 𝑚 is the number of vertical pixels. 

Using the main lines concept, the problem of finding a minimum length path, which covers 

the whole map, reduces to the following 3 steps: 

1. Find the appropriate main line, i.e., the orientation of the beam of parallel lines. 

2. Construct main segments. 

3. Link these segments with auxiliary segments such that the final (continuous) path 

has a minimum length. 

These steps will be detailed in the following and later as a unified algorithm which is a 

part of the ISOC. For step 1 three different solution will be presented noted with solution 

"A", "B" and "C". The equation of the beam of parallel lines expressed in the discrete 

domain is: 

{
𝐿𝑞1𝑘1 ≡ 𝑖 = ⌊𝑗

𝑞1

(𝑚+1)
⌋ + 𝑘1 + 1,                        if 𝛼 ∈ [−

𝜋

4
,
𝜋

4
] ,

𝐿𝑞2𝑘2𝑗 = ⌊𝑖
𝑞2

(𝑛+1)
⌋ + 𝑘2 + 1,              if 𝛼 ∈ [−

𝜋

2
, −

𝜋

4
) ∪ (

𝜋

4
,
𝜋

2
]
  (2) 

where 𝛼 is the line slope in the continuous domain, 𝛼 = tan−1 (
𝑞1

𝑚+1
) or 𝛼 = tan−1 (

𝑞2

𝑛+1
), 

𝑞1 = 1...𝑚 or 𝑞2 = 1...𝑛 have a direct effect on the slope in the discrete domain, with the 

unified notation 𝑞 ∈ {𝑞1, 𝑞2}, ⌊𝑥⌋ indicates generally the integer part of 𝑥 ∈ ℜ, 𝑘1 = 𝛽1𝛿1 

or 𝑘2 = 𝛽2𝛿2 is the intercept with the unified notation 𝑘 ∈ {𝑘1, 𝑘2} for both horizontal and 

vertical axes, 𝛽1 = 0...(𝑛 − 1 ) 𝛿1⁄ , 𝛽2 = 0...(𝑚 − 1 ) 𝛿2⁄  the integer steps 𝛿1 and 𝛿2 are 

computed in terms of 

𝛿1 = ⌊𝑏
√𝑞1

2+(𝑚+1)2

𝑚+1
⌋ ,  𝛿2 = ⌊𝑏

√𝑞2
2+(𝑛+1)2

𝑛+1
⌋, (3) 

where 𝑏 is the distance between the lines (the robot width), 𝐿𝑞1𝑘1  and 𝐿𝑞2𝑘2  are the lines 

that belong to the beam with the unified notation 𝐿qk ∈ {𝐿𝑞1𝑘1 , 𝐿𝑞2𝑘2} for both axes. Each 

line can be associated with a matrix 𝛬qk = [𝛬ij
qk
]𝑖=1...𝑛,𝑗=1...𝑚 ∈ ℜ𝑛×𝑚 with the elements 𝛬ij

qk
 

 

𝛬ij
qk
= {

1, if  (𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝐿𝑞1𝑘1 , 𝑗) ∧ (𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝑖, 𝐿𝑞2𝑘2),

0, otherwise.
 (4) 

Three solutions for the computation of the main lines are proposed in this thesis. The first 

two solutions generate a beam of lines and define the main segments as the intersection 

between the map and the beam of lines, compute the segments length and compute (or 

approximate) the path length in terms of the sum of these lengths. An iterative process is 

conduced to compute the slope of the beam of lines, which generates a set of path lengths. 
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The result, represented the main segments, is related to the minimum length path as the 

solution to the optimization problem 

𝑞∗ = argmin
𝑞∈𝐷𝑞

∑ 𝛤(𝛬qk,𝑀)𝑘∈𝐷𝑘 , (5) 

where 𝑞∗ gives the optimum slope in the discrete domain, 𝐷𝑞 is the discrete domain of 

slope, 𝐷𝑘 is the intercept domain, the general notation 𝛤(𝛬qk, 𝑀) is the general notation 

for the path length: 

𝛤(𝛬qk,𝑀) = 𝜆∑ ∑ 𝑝ij
𝑚
𝑗=1 ,𝑛

𝑖=1   𝑝ij = {
0, if 𝑀ij = 1,

1, if 𝛬ij
qk
= 1,

 (6) 

where the general notation 𝜆 ∈ {𝜆1, 𝜆2} is used for the distance between the points 

calculated as 

𝜆1 = √(𝑚+1)
2+𝑞1

2

𝑚+1
,

𝜆2 = √
(𝑛+1)2+𝑞2

2

𝑛+1
.

 (7) 

2.1.1 Solution "A" for construction of the main lines 

Solution "A" is based on the parallel lines rotation, this solution consists of the following 

steps: 

1.1 The lines expressed in (2) which depend on 𝑞 and 𝑘, are generated. 

1.2 The matrices 𝛬qk with the elements 𝛬ij
qk

 expressed in equation (4) are generated. 

1.3 The path length 𝛤(𝛬qk,𝑀) is computed according to (6). 

1.4 The objective function in (5) is computed in terms of the sum ∑ 𝛤(𝛬qk,𝑀)𝑘∈𝐷𝑘  for 

𝑞 = const and variable 𝑘,  𝑘 ∈ 𝐷𝑘. 

1.5 The optimization problem defined in (5) is solved considering that the objective 

function in the right-hand term of (4) depends on the variable 𝑞,  𝑞 ∈ 𝐷𝑞 , and the 

solution to this optimization problem, i.e., the variable that gives the minimum 

path length, is 𝑞∗. 

The first two solutions differ by the slope domain and by the map definition. The first 

solution preserves the initial map and defines a continuous domain of slope 𝐷 = [0, 𝜋] in 

order to include all possible orientations of the beam of parallel lines.  

2.1.2 Solution "B" for construction of the main  

Solution "B" is also based on parallel lines rotation. Tis solution defines a new map using 

a composition of the initial map and uses a smaller domain of slope, i.e. 𝐷 = [0, 𝜋 4⁄ ]. 

Solution "B" is based on the generation of a new map by the union of four maps that are 

rotated. These four maps correspond to the four quadrants I, II, III and IV, obtained as 

follows. The map in the quadrant I is 𝑀𝐼 = [𝑀𝐼,ij]𝑖=1...𝑛,𝑗=1...𝑚 ∈ ℜ𝑛×𝑚, with the map matrix 

elements 

𝑀𝐼,ij = 𝑀ij, 𝑖 = 1...𝑛, 𝑗 = 1...𝑚. (8) 
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The map in the quadrant II is 𝑀II = [𝑀II,ij]𝑖=1...𝑛,𝑗=1...𝑚 ∈ ℜ𝑛×𝑚, with the map matrix 

elements 

𝑀𝐼𝐼,ij = 𝑀im−𝑗+1, 𝑖 = 1...𝑛, 𝑗 = 1...𝑚. (9) 

The map in the quadrant III is 𝑀III, obtained in terms of the composition 

𝑀III = [𝑃|𝑀𝑇] ∈ ℜ𝑚×𝑚,  𝑃 = [𝑃ij]𝑖=1...𝑚,𝑗=1...𝑚−𝑛,  𝑃ij = 1, (10) 

where the subscript 𝑇 indicates matrix transposition. 

The map in the quadrant IV is 𝑀IV = [𝑀IV,ij]𝑖=1...𝑛,𝑗=1...𝑚 ∈ ℜ𝑛×𝑚, with the map matrix 

elements 

𝑀𝐼,ij = 𝑀in−𝑗+1, 𝑖 = 1...𝑛, 𝑗 = 1...𝑚. (11) 

Solution "B" consists of the following steps: 

2.1. The map matrix in the four quadrants is computed using (8) to (11). 

2.2.-2.6. These are the steps 1.1 to 1.5 in the first solution. 

2.1.3 Solution "C" for construction of the main lines 

Solution "C" approximates the main lines with the map axis, which is inspired from the 

properties specific to mechanical inertia. The map axis slope is obtained in terms of  

𝛼 =
1

2
tan−1 (

2𝐼xy

𝐼𝑦−𝐼𝑥
), (12) 

where the following center of gravity-type relationships are employed: 

 

𝐼xy = ∑ ∑ 𝑖𝑐𝑗𝑐𝑀ij
𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1 ,  𝐼𝑥 = ∑ ∑ 𝑗𝑐

2𝑀ij
𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1 ,  𝐼𝑦 = ∑ ∑ 𝑖𝑐

2𝑀ij
𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1 ,

𝑥 =
∑ ∑ jMij

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ ∑ 𝑀ij
𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

,  𝑦 =
∑ ∑ iMij

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ ∑ 𝑀ij
𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

,

𝑖𝑐 = 𝑖 − 𝑦,  𝑗𝑐 = 𝑗 − 𝑥,  𝑖 = 1…𝑛,  𝑗 = 1…𝑚

 (13) 

and 𝑀ij are the elements of the map matrix 𝑀 defined in (1). The beam of parallel lines is 

next computed using (2). Solution "C" consists of the following steps: 

3.1.  The map axis slope is computed using (12) and (13). 

3.2. - 3.6. These are the steps 1.1 to 1.5 in the first solution. 

2.1.4 Construction of the auxiliary segments 

In the previous section three solution is presented (A, B, C) and all of the solution provides 

an organised set of main lines. The lines order has been defined in the process of definition 

of the main lines using the intercept of each line expressed in (2). The definition of the 

main segments splits the lines in several segments producing a list of segments ordered 

(in their turn) using a left to right convention. This means that each segment has two kinds 

of neighborhoods, i.e., the segments that belong to the lists of neighbor main lines and the 

segments that do not belong to the same list. The second type of segments is eluded 

because of the obstacles between these segments.  
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2.1.5 Conclusion and evaluation 

This section validates the ISOC approaches presented in the previous section by 

simulations and experiments conducted on mobile robots. The validation by simulation 

includes a comparison between the proposed approaches, and of the proposed 

approaches with another well-known approach discussed in Section 1, namely the BCDC 

approach. The validation by experiments is focused on a Khepera mobile robot. 

 

Table 1 - Comparison between the proposed approaches 

Results using solution "A" and "B" Results using solution "C" 

 
𝛼 = 90𝑜 , 𝛤 = 14443 

 
𝛼 = 84.52𝑜 , 𝛤 = 13684 

 
𝛼 = 270𝑜 , 𝛤 = 22575 

 
𝛼 = 269.54𝑜 , 𝛤 = 23796 

 

Three types of maps have been used to validate the ISOC algorithm presented in the 

previous section: a simulated map obtained from V-REP, a real-life measurement map, and 

an artificially generated map. The maps developed in V-REP and imported to MATLAB are 

called simulation maps. The real-world measurement maps are available datasets, which 

we have been downloaded from [9]. These maps represent the third floor common area 

of the MIT Stata Center (Dreyfoos Center) [9]. The artificially generated maps have been 

obtained by either hand drawing or randomly using MATLAB. The proposed approaches 

are next compared to the BCDC approach, and the results are presented in Table 2. The 

comparison shows that the ISOC algorithm is always slower than the BCDC algorithm, but 

most of the time it generates a shorter path. This confirms the results that have been 
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foreseen at the very beginning of the creation of the ISOC approaches and algorithm: ISOC 

deals with complex maps better, meaning that it generates shorter paths, but this is 

reflected in its increased computational complexity. The comparison was done on a 

computer with i7 3.7 Ghz processor and 16 GB RAM. Form point of computational 

complexity the three proposed solutions has the following characteristics. Solution "A" is 

the most time consuming, solution "B" is less time consuming but it uses more memory. 

Solution "A" and "B" always generates the same results. Solution "C" is usually the fastest 

but it doesn’t guarantee the best orientation.  
Map size 

(pixel) 
Number 
of holes 

Occupied 
ratio (%) 

BCDC path 
length (mm) 

ISOC path 
length (mm) 

BCDC 
time (s) 

ISOC 
time (s) 

Image 

435600 1 73.04 9984.41 9625.15 15.65 32.17 

In the 
PhD 

theses 

453696 3 55.77 21392.96 18449.71 10.79 45.65 

409600 5 60.06 27214.68 22278.05 14.82 96.97 

90000 2 39.23 2879.35 2880.04 10.54 49.48 

A Khepera III differential drive robot has been used in the experiments. The map has been 

previously known, and after the path commutation, an open loop control was applied for 

the robot. A map was evolved in the second phase and highlighted with yellow marker in 

order to visualize the real-world experiments as shown in Figure 5 (a). The robot path 

was measured with a camera applied above the robot path. This camera took photos in 

approximately equivalent periods of time. Figure 5 (b) shows a merge of several images 

that were taken during the experiments, and suggestively illustrates that the robot covers 

the path. The entire commented source code is available online. 

 

Figure 5 - Khepera robot (a) and merged images illustrating the robot path (b) 

2.2. Thesis 2. 

I created a kinematic trajectory following approach, called the multiple goal pursuit. One of 

the benefits of this algorithm is the more precise tunability in curved areas; and the more 

human-like reasoning involved. The human-like thinking comes from tracking and following 

more goal points on the road simultaneously. I investigated more versions of this algorithm; 

I also created the windowed version which divides the trajectory into more working sets and 

fits the curves to those sets. 

References: [H26], [H27], [H28] 

The motivation of the research behind this thesis was to construct a simple, but flexible 

kinematic trajectory following approach. In addition, I wanted to implement a more 
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human-like thinking, meaning to track and follow more goal points on the road 

simultaneously. As a driver we naturally take multiple considerations into account, 

without even considering it consciously. E.g. not only lane keeping is an important task 

but the cyclist in our lane also influences our planning. The proposed approach is 

encouraged by the pure-pursuit algorithm. Pure-pursuit algorithm is a popular trajectory 

tracking algorithm, widely used in mobile robotics and vehicular control for numerous 

reasons. The operation is simple and straightforward as it depends only on the kinematic 

model of the target mechanical system. The algorithm can be tuned by choosing look-

ahead distance of points of the reference trajectory. In this thesis, I propose a low-

computational complexity therefore fast trajectory following approach which was 

inspired by the pure-pursuit algorithm.  

2.2.1 Description of multiple goal pursuit algorithm 

The multiple goal pursuit is based on a simple to follow more than one selected goal point 

at once and to select the best fitting (see Figure 6). The realization is based on the finite 

number of discrete possible curves. These curves are implicitly determined by the wheel 

angle, which is constrained by the kinematic properties of the vehicle. In my realization 

first instead of using an optimizer I used a finite number of discrete possible curves and 

defined the best fit from this set of possibilities. Later I also implemented a simple 

optimizer for the task. 

 

Figure 6 - High-level overview of multiple goal points-based pursuit algorithm 

The algorithm extends Step 4 of the original pure-pursuit algorithm (described in the 

dissertation). Assume that the reference trajectory is given, with a set of T geometric 

points, and the 𝑃 position and 𝜃 orientation of the vehicle. Define 𝐺 ⊆  𝑇 as the set of 

selected goal points, with a preset length 𝑁 =  |𝐺|. Goal points are selected starting from 

the closest reference point to the vehicles current position (index denoted as 𝑗), shifted 

with an additional preset 𝑜 ∈  ℤ offset: 

𝐺 = {𝐺1, 𝐺2, … 𝐺𝑁 ∣ 𝐺𝑘, (𝑗 + 𝑜) ≤ 𝑘 < (𝑗 + 𝑜 + 𝑁)} (14) 

Assume an angle 𝛼𝑖 from a domain of possible angles [𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥] (presumably the wheel 

angle limits). A sequence of curves can be calculated each with radius 𝜌𝑖  =  −2/𝛼, and a 

centre point 𝐶𝑖. A 𝐺𝑘 goal point from set 𝐺 to any 𝐶𝑖 determines a line segment: the 

normalized difference of the length of this segment and 𝜌𝑖  radius is the 𝑑 ∈ ℝ+ distance 

from the curve. The metric for selecting a good angle is the sum of this difference for each 
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goal point. Summarizing the calculation of 𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚 (equation 15) distance for the goal point 

set 𝐺:  

𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚i
= ∑ |‖𝐶𝑖𝐺𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ‖ − 𝜌𝑖|

𝑁
𝑘=0  (15) 

Finally, the curve with the minimal 𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚 is chosen. Figure 6 shows the steps of calculating 

the best angle given multiple selected goal points. This modification naturally introduces 

some issues. The most obvious one that at a given time there is no guaranteed curve that 

reaches all the selected multiple-goal points. Another example for issues is at the reaching 

the end of the reference trajectory, where there are physically no multiple goal to select. 

In the following I will go into the details why these issues emerge and how the algorithm 

overcomes these matters. One of the issues is that there is no definitive solution for the 

curve so a solution for that should be constructed.  I created two different version for this 

particular problem. The first solution is a kind of greedy approach.  In this case a discrete 

set of possible curves is created (similarly to Figure 7) and a simple loop iterates trough 

this set. The algorithm in this case is a simple minimum search, the minimal Euclidian 

distance between the given goal points and the curve determines the solution. On the 

other hand, this solution is rather a trade-off between the resolution of the curve set and 

the speed of the algorithm. The more precise result emerges the higher the resolution is, 

but of course this requires more computation and more time. For this reason, an 

optimization algorithm is created too. This algorithm iteratively approximates the best 

solution and will be described in the next section.  

2.2.2 Description of windowed multiple goal algorithm 

In this section a variant of the original multiple goal pure pursuit will be described, i.e. 

which is based on windowing. This algorithm is rather not a classic trajectory follower in 

terms of slightly redesigning, replanning the original trajectory. With this method a 

similar to the original trajectory is created, but the slight modification makes it more 

suitable to the vehicle or robot to follow. The design strategy consists of finding the 

optimum trajectory which approximates a desired trajectory defined by a set of chosen 

points. This means that the mentioned set is an initial data and a minimum problem must 

be defined.  

From the multitude of possibilities, we will define the minimum problem starting with the 

following hypothesis: 

1. During the approximation the steering angle 𝛾 is constant; 

2. Changing the steering angle 𝛾 is an instantaneous process.  

If the previous hypotheses are correlated, we can conclude that the initial set of points is 

approximated by a trajectory composed from circle arcs. The transition from one arc to 

another is instantaneous. For a particular circle arc a subset (named here the working set) 

is selected from the initial set.  

The following decisions are subjects of debates: 

• The number of points included in the working set; 

• The number of common points which belong to different working sets; 
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• The car position when the next working set is defined.  

Figure 7 illustrates the mentioned observations. 

 

Figure 7 - The windowed goal pursuit strategy 

In Figure 7. a possible strategy is illustrated. The figures contain two referential systems. 

The first 0 is the global (fix) referential system the second 1, 2, 3 is the mobile referential 

system attached to the vehicle. The blue triangle is the abstraction of the vehicle. Two 

windows are illustrated 𝑤1,2. Each of them contains a working set of three points. 

The trajectory is a composition of two circle arcs 𝐶1 and 𝐶2. The first (𝐶1) is defined in 1 

using the window 𝑤1 i.e. the points 𝑥 
0
1, 𝑥 
0
2, 𝑥 
0
3. The second (𝐶2) is defined in 2 and use 

the window 𝑤2 i.e. the points 𝑥 
0
4, 𝑥 
0
5, 𝑥 
0
6. Each of the mentioned point is defined in the 0 

referential frame. 

Using 𝑚 windows and 𝑛 points for each window, the mathematical definition of the 

problem is the following: 

𝑅𝑗 = arg(𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑒𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 ) (16) 

where: 𝑅𝑗  is the radius of the arc 𝐶𝑗; 𝑒𝑖 is the distance from point 𝑖 to the arc 𝐶𝑗; 𝑗 is the 

current window number 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚; 𝑖 is the current point number which belong to the 

widow 𝑗. The distance from point 𝒙𝑖 to 𝐶𝑗  it is also a problem worth to discuss. Figure 8. 

illustrates two possibilities: a.) considers only one coordinate of the current point. By 

contrary in Figure 8 b.) the shortest distance is considered.   

For the first choice: 

𝑒𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝐶𝑗(𝑥𝑖)  (17) 

where: 

[

𝑥 
𝑗
𝑖

𝑦𝑖 
𝑗

1

] = 𝑇0
𝑗

𝐱 
𝟎
𝐢 = [

𝑐𝜃 −𝑠𝜃 0

𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝜃 0

0 0 1

] [

𝑥𝑖

𝑦𝑖

1

] 𝐱 
𝟎
𝐢; (18) 

 

 is the orientation of the 𝑗 referential system; 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗  are the coordinate of the origin for 𝑗 

referential system. If we assume this definition, we will recognize that this is a quadratic 

regression problem which has the analytical solution. 
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1

𝑅
= 𝜅 = (𝐗𝐭𝐗)−𝟏(𝐗𝐭𝐘) (19) 

where: 

 

Figure 8 - Possible ways of computing the distances 

𝐗 = [
𝑥1
2 + 𝑦1

2

…
𝑥𝑛
2 + 𝑦𝑛

2
]  𝐘 = [

2𝑦1
…
2𝑦𝑛

] (20) (21) 

For the second choice: 𝑒𝑖 = |𝑅 − |[
𝑥𝑖

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑅
]|| = |𝑅 − √𝑥𝑖

2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑅)2|  (22) 

which has a numerical solution. 

The algorithm uses the vehicle parameters, pose, the trajectory points and the input 

parameters as an input. The vehicle parameters are: 𝑏 wheelbase and 𝛾 steering angle, 

and the pose. The points: 𝒙 
𝒐

𝒌. The algorithm parameters are: 𝑛 working set, 𝑑 skyline and 

 curve limit. This limit decides whether the locomotion is based on linear trajectory or 

on circular trajectory window. In every iteration a new window selection is calculated. 

The simulation uses the previous algorithm for a kinematic model which is in accordance 

with the starting hypothesis i.e. the steering is instantaneous. In the first simulations, the 

following kinematic bicycle model is used: 

{
 
 

 
 �̇� = 𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

�̇� = 𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)

�̇� =
𝑣

𝐿
tan(𝛾)

𝛾 = 𝑐𝑡

  (23) 

To analyse the results, we define the lateral approximation error. The lateral deviation 

error of the current position 𝑒(𝑘) is the distance between this position and the current 

segment of the desired trajectory. The total deviation error 𝑒𝑇 is the sum of the error 

during the all simulation from 1 to 𝑁. The relative deviation error 𝑒𝑟 is the ratio between 

the total error and the total number of simulated points. 

𝑒(𝑘) = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝒙(𝑘), 𝐱𝒖 𝐱𝒖+𝟏  
𝟎   

�̅̅� ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) =   |𝐱(k)𝐱𝒖+𝟏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝐱𝒖𝐱𝒖+𝟏̂ (𝐱(k)𝐱𝒖+𝟏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ∙ 𝐱𝒖𝐱𝒖+𝟏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)| (24) 

𝑒𝑇 = ∑ 𝑒(𝑘)𝑁
𝑘=1   (25) 

𝑒𝑟 =
𝑒𝑇

𝑁
  (26) 

These errors depend on number of the points include in the working set (𝑛) named the 

skyline and on the position of the decision point (𝑑). For the desired trajectory we have 

𝑗𝑥𝑖 
𝐶𝑗  

𝑒𝑖 𝑅𝑗  

{𝑗} 

𝑎. ) 

{𝑗} 

𝑅𝑗  

𝑗𝑥𝑖  𝑒𝑖 𝐶𝑗  

𝑏. ) 
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made a study relative to this dependency and we obtained the results relative error value 

for each case (𝑛, 𝑑).  

2.2.3 Metrics 

In order to evaluate these algorithms two metrics were elaborated: the sum of the lateral 

deviation, and maximum lateral deviation. To validate and investigate the performance of 

the proposed algorithms, error metrics must be defined. Two basic metrics were used, the 

average lateral deviation and the maximum lateral deviation. It can be assumed that the 

reference trajectory is composed of 𝑛 >  2 reference points and is defined at any 𝑡 time 

step. In this case, the lateral deviation is the perpendicular distance between a line 𝑙 and 

the position 𝑃 of the vehicle. Line 𝑙 is determined by two 𝐿1, 𝐿2 points of the reference 

trajectory, a direction vector 𝐿𝑈⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = 𝐿1𝐿2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗. Using the general formula to calculate the 

perpendicular distance between point 𝑃 and line 𝑙, the lateral deviation error is calculated 

as: 

𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡(𝑃, (𝑙)) =  
‖𝐿𝐴𝑃⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   ×𝐿𝑢⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗‖

‖𝐿𝑢⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗‖
=

‖𝐿2𝐿1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   ×𝑃𝐿1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ‖

‖𝐿2𝐿1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ‖
 (27) 

The algorithm can be validated with the average and the maximal lateral distance over a 

total of 𝑁𝑚 measurement points (28). I used the arithmetic mean of measured lateral 

distances (assuming 𝑃𝑖  is the vehicle position at a given time): 

𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑔  =  
∑ 𝐷𝑙𝑎𝑡

𝑖  (𝑃𝑖,{𝐿1,𝐿2})  
𝑁𝑚
𝑙𝑎𝑡

|𝑁𝑚|
  (28) 

Over this set of measurements, calculating the maximum lateral deviation (29) is also 

straightforward: 

𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥  =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 { 𝐷𝑙𝑎𝑡
𝑖  (𝑃, {𝐿1, 𝐿2})} (29) 

 

2.2.4 Test-environment used at real-world measurements 

This section is devoted describing the automotive case study in which the implementation 

was used. The main task of this case study was to instrument an electric vehicle.with 

autonomous functionalities. The prototype of this system performed satisfactorily on the 

opening of the ZalaZone vehicle industry proving ground. The operational domain of this 

vehicle is limited to the proving ground and the university campus and is required to 

reach a relatively slow speed of 25 km/h. This vehicle is front-wheel driven, with a 

wheelbase of 2.7 meters and a track width of 1.77 meters. To ensure instantaneous 

localization of the vehicle we used a high accuracy RTK capable D-GPS sensor (KVH GEO-

FOG 3D Dual), which was also used to capture reference trajectories.  

2.2.5 Conclusion and evaluation 

This thesis described a novel approach to improve the widely used pure-pursuit 

algorithm. The proposed algorithms are usable at low vehicle speed with a reference 

trajectory generated by planner components or with an explicit reference trajectory (e.g. 

GNSS-based waypoints). All resources and descriptions needed to reproduce the 

algorithm are available at our organization’s public repository. In PhD theses the the 
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validation results and comparison with other versions of pure pursuit is summarized, 

here it is not detailed due size restrictions. Two tracks were selected: a segment of the 

ZalaZone proving ground, and a driving school test track near our university’s campus. 

We used three different methods to validate the implementation. The first two methods 

are simulation-based testing of the algorithm: first is a simple simulation with simple 

graphical implementation. This simulation is capable of 2D visual feedback, alongside 

monitoring lateral deviation from the preset trajectory. This Python-based 

implementation is shared at our organization’s GitHub repository. In the next step, we 

implemented this algorithm as a Robot Operating System (ROS) node. We embedded this 

node into a simulated version of our testing car. The simulation was based on OSRF 

Gazebo, which allowed us the versatile software integration and to test with dynamic 

properties involved. This implementation is currently available at private repositories 

and might be released to the public in the future. The implementation is ROS-based, we 

could test this software both in simulation on our testing vehicle, without significant 

modification in the code. Simulation-based execution proved no significant deviation from 

the simulated tests. A working implementation of the presented algorithm is shared at 

our organization’s public GitHub repository.  

  
 

Figure 9 - Typical behaviors of the examined approaches 

As another experiment we instrumented an electric vehicle (Nissan Leaf) with 

autonomous functionalities. The operational domain of this vehicle is limited to the 

ZalaZone vehicle industry proving ground and the university campus and is required to 

reach a relatively slow speed of 25 km/h. This vehicle is front wheel driven, with a 

wheelbase of 2.7 meters and a track width of 1.77 meters. To ensure instantaneous 
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localization of the vehicle we used a high accuracy RTK capable GPSs. One of them was the 

KVH GEO-FOG 3D the other was Swift Navigation Duro Inertial RTK. These sensors were 

also used to capture reference trajectories. After the algorithm showed satisfying 

behaviour in the simulation environment, we decided to test it in a real-world scenario. 

During the experiment we used the Nvidia Jetson TX2 in the Nissan Leaf. The Nvidia Jetson 

TX2 is a 7.5-watt embedded controller where we used Ubuntu 18.04 (Bionic) along with 

ROS Melodic Morenia. The embedded controller has 8 GB of memory and 59.7 GB/s of 

memory bandwidth, NVIDIA Denver2 and quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 CPU, and an 

integrated 256-core Pascal GPU. During the experiments we only used the the KVH GEO-

FOG 3D sensor as the source of localization we provided the wheel angle reference signal 

alongside with the speed reference via CAN and we measured the wheel angle and speed 

back in the same protocol. We obtained that the multigoal pursuit is able to drive the 

vehicle with the mentioned embedded controller at slow speeds, so about 25 km/h. The 

algorithm is able to perform smooth and continuous movement along a predefined 

trajectory, even manoeuvring around corners and edges. The main advantage of the 

proposed algorithm is the human-like reasoning involved during the trajectory following. 

2.3. Thesis 3.   

I showed that probabilistic occupancy grid map construction is possible to be done via the 

"crisp signatures" sensory model. The novelty of this approach consists of involving the 

concept of signatures in map construction and the elimination of Bayesian sensory, so the 

probabilistic characteristics of the environment model could be involved in the mapping 

phase. This approach is considered as another mathematical sight of sensory model 

realization and works well especially with time-of-flight-based sensors such as a LIDAR. The 

proposed approaches are validated by simulation and experimental results, the main 

benefits of the proposed approach consist of the signature-structured handling of complex 

sensor data and the algorithmic separation of the probabilistic characteristics. 

References: [H1], [H3], [H12], [H14], [H23], [H24], [H25] 

Nowadays the low-level tasks of self-driving - or other in words autonomous - vehicles 

and robots are intensively researched. These low-level tasks include for example the path-

planning and obstacle avoidance task. Both path planning and obstacle avoidance usually 

relies on map building. In the following the occupancy grid based probabilistic map 

building will be examined. This means that the localization algorithm builds the map in 

probabilistic manner. In 1998 Thrun, Burgard and Fox proved, that the probabilistic 

approach can be used as a method involved in the SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And 

Mapping) problem [10]. Various sensory models are calculating the probability in 

different ways. In the occupancy grid map every grid cell is represented as probability, 

most often a number between 0 and 1. Several methods such as Bayesian, Dempster-

Shafer, Fuzzy, Borderstein or TBF sensor representation [11] can be mentioned. The 

proposed solution originality consists of two things. The first is defining a probabilistic 

function for each element of the grid, the second is involving the concept of signatures in 
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the process. The proposed sensory model is called as the crisp model. Here the discrete 

2D measurement was taken and the 3rd dimension comes from occupied feature of the 

given coordinate. On the figures the numbers close to or equal to 1 means that the given 

coordinate (grid cell) is occupied. Accordingly, numbers close to or equal to 0 means that 

the coordinate is empty. All other areas are initialized with 0.5 because there is no prior 

knowledge about this grid cells. On the visualization of the crisp sensory model is visible 

that there are no values other than 0, 0.5 and 1. According to Sebastian Thrun [12] LIDAR 

range finders do not always require the probabilistic – for example Bayesian – sensory 

model for a single measurement.  

2.3.1 Application of signatures 

The classical, Bayesian sensory model does not involve signatures. The signatures are 

flexible mathematical constructions which can contain multiple measurements of a 

single-channel LIDAR (2D LIDAR) or even multiple measurements of a multiple-channel 

LIDAR (3D LIDAR). Considered 𝐴𝑆(𝑥) as signature, which corresponds to a single-channel 

LIDAR measurement.  

𝐴𝑆(𝑥) =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[

𝑎1

[

𝑎1,1
𝑎1,2
𝑎1,3

]]

[

𝑎2

[

𝑎2,1
𝑎2,2
𝑎2,3

]]

…

[

𝑎𝑛

[

𝑎𝑛,1
𝑎𝑛,2
𝑎𝑛,3

]]

𝑝 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (30) 

Where at given 𝑚 measurement 𝑎𝑚 tells if the cell is occupied, 𝑎𝑚,1 is the ID, 𝑎𝑚,2 is the 

distance 𝑎𝑚,3 angle, and 𝑝 is an optional parameter for the pose of the sensor. This gives 

us the possibility to easily represent the LIDAR measurement. The other benefits of this 

approach is that it can be easily extended to a multiple-channel LIDAR too and the 

available signature operations can be applied too. For example, if a resolution is changed 

or another range sensor is applied, the extension and contraction operation is available. 

The generalization of the range sensor can be viewed as an 𝐴𝑆(𝑥) signature described in 

equation (30). 
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𝐴𝑀(𝑥) =

[
 
 
 
𝐴𝑆1
𝐴𝑆2
…
𝐴𝑆𝑐]

 
 
 
=

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [

𝑎1,1

[

𝑎1,1,1
𝑎1,1,2
𝑎1,1,3

]
]

[

𝑎1,2

[

𝑎1,2,1
𝑎1,2,2
𝑎1,2,3

]
]

…

[

𝑎1,𝑛

[

𝑎1,𝑛,1
𝑎1,𝑛,2
𝑎1,𝑛,3

]
]

[

𝑎2,1

[

𝑎2,1,1
𝑎2,1,2
𝑎2,1,3

]
]

[

𝑎2,2

[

𝑎2,2,1
𝑎2,2,2
𝑎2,2,3

]
]

…

[

𝑎2,𝑛

[

𝑎2,𝑛,1
𝑎2,𝑛,2
𝑎2,𝑛,3

]
]

…

[

𝑎𝑐,1

[

𝑎𝑐,1,1
𝑎𝑐,1,2
𝑎𝑐,1,3

]
]

[

𝑎𝑐,2

[

𝑎𝑐,2,1
𝑎𝑐,2,2
𝑎𝑐,2,3

]
]

…

[

𝑎𝑐,𝑛

[

𝑎𝑐,𝑛,1
𝑎𝑐,𝑛,2
𝑎𝑐,𝑛,3

]
]

 

]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑇

 (31) 

 

The signature consists of multiple 𝐴𝑆 signatures: 𝐴𝑀(𝑥) = [𝐴𝑆1 𝐴𝑆2 … 𝐴𝑆𝑐]
𝑇 , where 

𝐶 is the number of channels. In the thesis only this approach is examined, but note that 

one of the benefits of this approach is its flexibility to extend and write mathematical 

operations which can adapt to this flexibility. 

2.3.2 Mapping 

Map construction is a process that intends to spatially represent the objects in a particular 

space. At the limit, not in the objects themselves is interesting, but particularly in the 

obstacles, that is, those locations that cannot be accessed by the robot. These locations are 

called occupied. It is already understood that the locations mentioned are defined by a 

position vector, in an absolute reference system. The obstacles discovery is done by a 

sensory system mounted on a mobile robot or vehicle that moves in the absolute 

reference system. This means - that finally the measured position of obstacle must be 

transformed from the sensor referential frame in the absolute referential frame. This is 

not a trivial problem because of the following. The pose (position and orientation) of the 

robot is modelled in a stochastic way. The sensor measurements are also influenced by 

noise, so once again probabilities are to be considered. The obstacle position is 

assimilated with a grid cell occupancy. A particular location: can be subject of different 

measurements whose results are necessary to be correlated. The problem which is 

intended to solve is to construct an original mathematical model of this process. The 

originality of the approach consists on computational simplification. This simplification 

can be done because of the following: The original sensory model was developed with 

respect to the early, noisy sensors (e.g. sonars). For example, a LIDAR produces more 

reliable measurement, even the measurement noise is still involved. The measurements 

are more frequent, a grid cell is evaluated many times. The probabilistic computation can 

be involved into the map construction in update phase.  

From [12] the location belongs to the Bayesian localization class, and can be described 

with the following equations which encompass a two phases: prediction and correction 

of the actual estimate. This can be formalized as follows. 
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{𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡−1), 𝑢𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡, 𝑚} 

for _all_ 𝑥𝑡 _do 

   [
𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡) =  ∫ 𝑝(𝑥𝑡 |𝑢𝑡, 𝑥𝑡−1,𝑚)  ∙ 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡−1)

𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡) =  𝜂 𝑝(𝑧𝑡 |𝑥𝑡, 𝑚)  ∙  𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡)
 (32) 

endfor 

{𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡)} 

where: 𝑥𝑡, 𝑢𝑡, 𝑚, 𝑧𝑡  are the system state, the command signal, the map and the 

measurements. The prediction takes account of the model and the correction of the 

measurements. Firstly, an estimated prediction is established 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡). In the second part 

the estimated prediction is corrected using the measurement model 𝑝(𝑧𝑡 |𝑥𝑡, 𝑚); 

For the localization step the following model is proposed: 

 

{𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝒙), 𝑢𝑡, 𝒛𝑡, 𝑚} 

for _all_ 𝒙 _do 

   

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝜎𝑚,𝑡 = 𝜎𝑚,𝑡−1𝜎𝑚 

𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝒙) =  𝜎𝑚,𝑡𝛿(𝒙, 𝒙𝑡)

𝑚(𝒙) =  𝜎𝑠𝛿(𝒙, 𝒛𝑡)
𝜎𝑚,𝑡 = (𝜎𝑚 + 𝜎𝑠 − 𝜎𝑚𝜎𝑠)

𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝒙) =  𝜎𝑚,𝑡𝛿 (𝒙,
�̅�𝑚,𝑡𝒙𝑡 + 𝜎𝑠𝒛𝑡

�̅�𝑚,𝑡 + 𝜎𝑠
)

 (33)  

endfor 

{𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝒙)} 

where: 

𝒙 is a state variable, the mobile robot pose; 

𝛿(𝒙, 𝒚) =  

{
 
 

 
 1  𝑖𝑓 ∑|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖| = 0

𝑛

𝑖=1

0  𝑖𝑓 ∑|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖| ≠ 0

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝑥𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑢) is the mobile robot model; 

𝜎𝑚,𝑡 is the degree of trust of the robot pose at moment 𝑡;  

𝜎𝑚,𝑡 is the estimated degree of trust of the robot pose at moment 𝑡 

𝜎𝑚 is the degree of trust of the model; 

𝜎𝑠𝑡  is the degree of trust of the sensor measuring; 

 For the corrected degree of trust 𝜎𝑚,𝑡 = (𝜎𝑚 + 𝜎𝑠 − 𝜎𝑚𝜎𝑠) the condition is imposed as 

 {
1 ≥  𝜎𝑚,𝑡 ≥ 𝜎𝑚
1 ≥  𝜎𝑚,𝑡 ≥ 𝜎𝑠

 . 

For the obstacle measurements (identification), the following model is proposed: 

{
𝜎( 𝒙 

1
𝑖,𝑡) = 𝜎0𝛿( 𝒙 

1
𝑖,𝑡, 𝒛 

1
𝑡,𝑖)

𝜎𝑡
0 = 𝜎𝑚,𝑡𝜎𝑠

 (34) 

where: 𝒛 
1
𝑖,𝑡 = [

𝑙𝑖 cos(𝛼𝑖)
𝑙𝑖 sin(𝛼𝑖)

]; 𝒙 
1

𝑖,𝑡 =  𝜆 𝒛 
1
𝑖,𝑡 
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 𝒙 
1

𝑖,𝑡, 𝒛 
1
𝑖,𝑡 are vectors which belongs to the 𝑖th measurement and are defined in the robot 

referential system, 𝜆 ∈ [0,1]; 𝑖 refers to the number of the measurement. 

This step is represented with the robot pose degree of trust is 𝜎𝑚and the occupancy 

degree of trust is 𝜎𝑜𝑖 . The measurements results must to be transformed from the robot 

referential system into the absolute referential system: 

{
 
 

 
 
𝒙𝑖,𝑡 = [

cos(𝜃𝑡) − sin(𝜃𝑡) 𝑟𝑡𝑥
sin(𝜃𝑡) cos(𝜃𝑡) 𝑟𝑡𝑦
0 0 1

] ∙ [
𝒙𝑡,𝑖
1
]

𝜎(𝒙𝑖,𝑡) = 𝜎( 𝒙 
1

𝑖,𝑡)

 (35) 

where: 𝑟𝑡𝑥, 𝑟𝑡𝑦 and 𝜃𝑡  are the position and the orientation of the mobile robot. 

The map update is can be solved e.g. by Bayesian the formula: 

𝑝(ℎ|𝑜) =  
𝑝(ℎ)𝑝(𝑜|ℎ)

∑ 𝑝(ℎ𝑖)𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑖)
2
𝑖=2

 (36) 

where: h is the hypothesis that the location 𝑥 is occupied; 𝑜 is here the observation (the 

values of 𝑧); in fact, there are 2 hypotheses: 𝑥 is occupied and 𝑥 is free. 

For the map update, the following model is proposed: 

{
 
 

 
 𝜎(𝒙𝑖,𝑡) =  

1

2
(tanh (

𝑠

2
−
1

2
) + 1 )

𝑠 =  {
𝜎(𝒙𝑖,𝑡−1) + 1 𝑖𝑓 𝜎(𝒙𝑖,𝑡) ≠ 0

𝜎(𝒙𝑖,𝑡−1) − 1 𝑖𝑓 𝜎(𝒙𝑖,𝑡) = 0

 (37) 

2.3.3 The crisp sensory model with signatures 

Probabilistic map building is necessary because of the localization inaccuracies. These 

characteristics will be introduced in the map building phase. An element - a cell - of the 

map can be associated either with an obstacle or an empty area i.e. two hypothesis can be 

defined for a cell: ℎ𝑜 the cell is occupied or ℎ𝑒 the cell is free. The mathematical 

representation of these hypotheses is probabilistic: 𝑝(ℎ𝑜) respectively  𝑝(ℎ𝑒). The 

correlation between these probabilities is modelled by equation (38).  

 𝑝(ℎ𝑜) +  𝑝(ℎ𝑒) = 1 (38) 

 

The proposed algorithm stores only the occupied grids. As a result we obtained a 𝑖 by 𝑗 

matrix or a 2D array 𝐿𝑤(𝑖, 𝑗), which will be named the wall layer. Because of (1) is no need 

to store the empty grids. As an initial step the wall layer has a uniform probability 

of 𝑝(ℎ𝑜) = 𝑝(ℎ𝑒) = 0.5. After each measurement elements of  𝐿𝑤(𝑖, 𝑗)  are recalculated 

according to equation (39). 

 

 𝑝(ℎ𝑜|𝑜) ∝ 𝑝(ℎ𝑜)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑜) 

𝑝(ℎ𝑒|𝑜) ∝ 𝑝(ℎ𝑒)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑒) 
(39) 

Using Bayes' theorem the probabilities are normalized (40) . 

 

 
𝑝(ℎ𝑜|𝑜) =

𝑝(ℎ𝑜)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑜)

𝑝(ℎ𝑜)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑜) +  𝑝(ℎ𝑒)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑒)
 (40) 
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𝑝(ℎ𝑒|𝑜) =
𝑝(ℎ𝑒)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑒)

𝑝(ℎ𝑜)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑜) +  𝑝(ℎ𝑒)  ∙  𝑝(𝑜|ℎ𝑒)
 

I have used a convention accordingly the highest probability is red and the lowest 

probability is blue. On only two independent measurements are visualized for the sake of 

perspicuity, even the algorithm uses an iterative process with several measurements 

where each measurement is used for map improvement. In order to prove my concept, an 

experiment was carried out, where we can demonstrate that the approach is working. We 

have chosen a mapping with known poses [13] scenario. In the experiment we have 

chosen a Gazebo as the simulator, and we created a single-channel LIDAR with 270° field 

of view. The sensor has a 1° resolution, so a measurement consists of a signature where 

the 270 measurements and the pose are represented.  

 

 

Figure 10 - The scenario to prove the concept 

In the discussed scenario a simple parking manoeuvre is carried out, but the focus was 

not on the manoeuvre itself, rather on the map building capabilities with signatures. The 

grid map is chosen to be 120x120 cells, this is a reasonable resolution given the overall 

scenario size and the objects.  The pose and the range measurements are accessible from 

Gazebo, we wrote a simple script in order to visualize the mapping. 

2.3.4 Conclusions 

The proposed crisp signatures sensory model involves signatures as a mathematical tool 

to structure the sensory data better and also lets the probabilistic characteristics of the 

environment model involved in the mapping phase. This approach is considered as 

another mathematical sight of sensory model realization. A showed the sensory model 

works well especially with time-of-flight-based sensors such as a LIDAR.  The main 

benefits of the proposed approach consist of the algorithmic separation of the 

probabilistic characteristics, the signature-structured handling of complex sensor data 

and thus the capability of extension and transfer.  

2.4. Thesis 4. 

I showed that in narrow subdomain of perception for experimental vehicles a VGG-VD neural 

network trained on low annotation categories with transfer learning case RMSprop 

converges slightly faster than Adam optimizer; despite the known fact, that that Adam 
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generally overperforms RMSprop. To prove this phenomenon the results, dataset and 

necessary conditions have been shared. 

References: [H16], [H20], [H21]  

As nowadays necessities are arising in the fields of sound and image recognition, self-

driving decision making, data processing and understanding, the more attention the 

neural network (NN) and deep learning (DL) solution gets.  From the point of view of my 

scientific work the subdomain of perception and for mobile robots and road vehicles are 

particularly important. Instead of examining general neural network disciplines this 

thesis focuses on a narrow subdomain of this field.  In the following the few-annotation 

category, segmentation-based, perception problems are targeted. Perception in the 

domain of vehicles or in robotics as general is similar to the conventional computer vision 

domain tasks [14]. It must be emphatized that this is a similarity not identity, the techical 

and techological approaches are smimilar but the objective is different [15]. Here, the 

fundamental problems are called sensing and perception. Sensing is defined as a data 

acquisition and transfer from a sensor (e.g. camera) whereas perception is more like a 

multiform process. Basically the understanding or the analysis of the data is done there. 

The research targets the perception where the features are extracted from the sensors 

data after the acquisition. Compared to the classical robotics problems there are less tasks 

involved (e.g. there is no grasping or assistant systems) but the objects which are involved 

are much more diverse. In the classical computer vision (CV) domain, which are often 

present in robotics conventional algorithms extract information from the raw sensor data 

based on artificially designed features (pl. SIFT [16], SURF [17], ORB [18], pattern 

recognition [19], template matching [19]). In contrast of this approach the NN and DL 

solutions [20], [21] use fundamentally different principle regarding these and other [22] 

problems.  Nowadays there is clearly a trend which supports the solution of complex 

approximation problems with growing computational powered hardware (GPU, CPU, 

TPU) and multi layered networks such as convolutional neural networks. The thesis 

focuses on neural network-based solutions where the problem characteristics defines few 

annotation categories. The dataset consists of general traffic, race and model vehicle 

images. 

 

Figure 11 - Typical images from the Shell Eco-marathon competition 
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Because of viewpoint variation, scale variation, intra-class variation segmentation is 

considered as a challenging task [23]. The segmentation problem is intensively-

researched, and nowadays neural network architectures are solving it with the most 

success [24] [25]. Many of them rely on a special instance of convolutional neural 

networks (CNN), the fully convolutional neural networks (FCN). To solve a segmentation 

problem properly you need to make a lot of choices. These choices involve defining the 

NN architecture, including the number of layers the relation between them, applying a 

good activation function, choosing a proper hardware, and execute whole training process 

with a suitable optimization technique. The next sections tend to help in these choices. 

2.4.1 Gradient-based optimization techniques 

All modern approach of neural network optimization takes advantage of the fact that all 

operations used in the training are differentiable. Differentiable in this context means that 

it "can be derived" and the derivative of a tensor operation is called the gradient (∇). The 

gradient is computable as the loss with respect to the network’s coefficients. To decrease 

the loss the optimization needs to move in the opposite direction from the gradient. Let’s 

consider a continuous function; here a small change in the input can only result in a small 

change in the output. That can be surely assumed from the definition of continuity. 

Because of fact that the function is smooth – or in other words it doesn’t have any rapid 

curves - when small enough epsilon (휀) is changed it’s possible to approximate the change 

in the output linear function of slope regarding epsilon. The slope is called the derivative 

of the function in the chosen point. The generalization of the concept of derivatives to 

multidimensional function’s inputs are functions that take tensors as inputs.  

The state-of-the-art optimizers nowadays are: Adagrad, Adam, Proximal Gradient Descent 

and RMSprop. [26] Each optimizer belongs to the gradient descent optimizer family. The 

gradient is denoted (with the ∇ Nabla symbol) respect to the function 𝑓(𝜃) and 𝑣 vector 

at each point 𝜃 is the directional derivative of 𝑓 along 𝑣: 

𝐷𝑣𝑓(𝜃) =  𝛻𝑓(𝜃) ∙ 𝑣 (41) 

Each method is a variant of the vanilla gradient descent, where 𝜃 are the parameters, 𝜂 is 

the learning rate, 𝐽(𝜃) objective function to the entire training set: 

𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝜃𝑡 −  𝜂 ∙ 𝛻𝜃𝐽(𝜃𝑡) (42) 

The first optimizer examined for my case is Adagrad which involves stochastic 

optimization techniques and online learning which employ proximal functions to control 

the gradient steps of the algorithm [26] [27]. Adagrad applies different learning rate for 

every parameter 𝜃𝑖  at every time step 𝑡, where 𝑔𝑡,𝑖 is the gradient of the objective function 

[26]: 

𝜃𝑡+1,𝑖 = 𝜃𝑡,𝑖 −  𝜂 ∙ 𝑔𝑡,𝑖 (43) 

Proximal Gradient Descent is another gradient descent method. The algorithm alternates 

between two phases: [28] the first is performing unconstrained gradient descent and the 

second is solving an instantaneous optimization. This problem trades off minimization of 

a regularization term while keeping close proximity to the result of the first phase. 
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The last two optimizers are discussed together because they have similar approach. The 

advantage of Adam is that it does not require a stationary objective [29]. Adam works with 

sparse gradients, and it naturally performs a form of step size annealing. According to the 

literature [29] Adam slightly outperform RMSprop in general problems but in this case 

it’s the opposite. It is true that Adam and RMSprop are similar in the means of 

performance but according to our experiments RMSprop is the one who performs slightly 

better, see figure 6. RMSprop is proposed by Tieleman and Hinton [30] note that this is 

not a classic publication rather a lecture. In case of RMSprop the equation also involves 

the he running average 𝐸[𝑔2] [26]:  

 

𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝜃𝑡 − 
𝜂

√𝐸[𝑔2]𝑡+𝜀
∙ 𝑔𝑡 (44) 

From the mentioned optimizers RMSprop and Adam were the bests in our case. The heavy 

fluctuation in figure 6 is due the logarithmic scale, but this enlarges the differences 

between the loss curves. Choosing a proper learning rate can have fortunate 

consequences to the training progress. 

 

Figure 12 - Adam and RMSprop optimization algorithms (A – Adam, R – RMSprop) 

each with 3 different learning rates (10-4, 8 × 10-4, 4 × 10-5) 

High learning rate can have two kinds of effects regarding the entropy loss. The first is 

slow convergence or not even reaching the desired minimum, the second is fluctuating 

loss. However according to our experiences this undesirable fluctuation may lead the loss 

to a different maybe even better local minimum. This behaviour is of course not easily 

reproducible; it has random characteristics.  In extreme cases very high learning rate can 

even cause divergence.  

2.4.2 Neural-network architectures  

FCN in this case means that unlike a simple CNN, FCN only contains convolutional layers. 

FCN architectures works on feature extraction principle. Every layer is responsible for 

extracting different features such as colors, contours, edges, see figure 2. One of the well-

known networks are the BVLC FCN [31] and their variables (FCN32-s, FCN16-s, FCN8-s), 

SegNet [32]. 
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Figure 13 - The visualization of the neural network’s logical layers typical image 

segmentation 

Also there are possibilities to use CNN’s which were made for classification, but extend 

them and use as FCN, and transfer their learned representations by fine-tuning. The 

example for this approach is AlexNet-FCN [31], DeepLab-FCN-CRF [33], the VGG-FCN [31]. 

Due their simple, but very deep network architecture and high performance the variations 

of the VGG-FCN networks were chosen to be examined further.  

Due to the numerous parameters involved (e.g.  VGG-VD19 has 156,351,488 and VGG-

VD16 has 138,357,480 trainable parameters) training a convolutional network can be a 

highly time-consuming process. The training and application of a NN consists typically of 

various matrix operations such as matrix multiplication or addition, which are 

parallelizable operations. Since of this phenomenon GPUs (graphical processing units) 

can overperfom CPUs (central processing units) because GPUs can handle lot of parallel 

calculations using thousands of cores. This approach when performing computations 

instead the traditional CPU on GPU is called GPGPU (General Purpose Computing on 

Graphics Processing Units). If a GPU is needed to be chosen for NN training and application 

the following qualities of the GPU needs considered. First the processing power, which 

means how fast a GPU can work with the NN parameters. This can be approximated as 

number of CUDA cores multiplied by the clock speed of each core. The second is the 

memory bandwidth, which is the speed of the memory. It is measured in gigabytes per 

second (GB/s). The third is the memory size, which is in gigabytes (GB) and determines 

how big batch size you can choose. If you have small memory try to train only a small 

batch size in order to fit the training model into memory but this will slow down the 

learning. As a rule of thumb for a typical convolutional neural network 8 GB is the 

minimum recommended. In my PhD theses there are various CPUs and GPUs are 

compared according how much training step can achieve with 224x224 images. In this 

booklet this data is not present due size limitations. Possible benchmarks also could 

contain accuracy, memory consumption, parallel scaling, but the most important is the 

performance which can be measured in training step / hour. In practice you either train a 

Colour layers 

Edge layers 

Contour and corners 

Object parts 
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network from the beginning, from scratch or initialize your weights as random or - more 

commonly - you begin with a pretrained network and train that for your special purpose. 

This method is called transfer learning.  

We have chosen transfer learning because all the state-of-the-art networks provides their 

pretrained weights. The main deep learning frameworks such as Caffe, MXNet, 

TensorFlow, PyTorch, Keras, Theano, CNTK and so on provides pretrained models. There 

are lot of openly available datasets which were trained for hundred or thousand iterations 

on benchmark datasets such as on PASCAL VOC or on CIFAR or on BSDS. At this 

experiment we used TensorFlow as or machine learning framework. Of course, I 

considered other frameworks too which may more beneficial from certain point of view. 
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Figure 14 - Training results on different architectures (VGG-16-FCN, VGG-19-FCN) 

with different optimization techniques (A - Adam and R - RMSprop) 
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According to the observations choosing a right optimization method can shorten the 

training process. On figure 8 there are some results visible on different architectures with 

different optimization techniques. The training was done with the same architecture and 

with the same training step. It is visible that the 16 layered VGG-FCN with RMSprop has 

better results as the 19 layered version with Adam. Usually the 19 layered version has 

better results, but if not the best optimization technique was chosen the even the 16 

layered can be better, at least at the same training steps.  

2.4.3 Conclusions 

The goal of our work was to test different solutions in the narrow subdomain of 

perception for experimental vehicles. After that by collecting and analysing results we 

phrased recommendations for this subdomain. We recommend the following workflow. 

It is advised to use ReLU or leaky ReLU as activation function for FCNs. As a matter of 

optimization technique RMSprop, Adadelta, and Adam are very similar algorithms that do 

well in similar circumstances, but in this case RMSprop is a slightly better choice despite 

the fact that Adam generally overperforms RMSprop.  
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